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Personas matter to SEO
§ Words they use            (keywords)
§ Questions they ask            (”people also ask”)
§ Websites they frequent            (links)



Understand & analyze your audience
§ Analyze competing brands
§ Gather data from social platforms



Analyze competing brands
§ Get insight into a brand’s audience, which will help you identify content topics 

and target geographic areas
§ In addition, you might come up with great link building ideas based on the 

interests



Quantcast



Gather data from social platforms
§ There is a lot of consumer data available from social platforms, which can be 

used to develop personas and/or identify content topics.



Audiense



Ways to collect data
§ Interviews: Interview existing customers and pay careful attention to how they 

describe their problems. Those are keyword opportunities.



Ways to collect data
§ Internal Departments: Depending on the size of your organization, other 

departments will have information to help you. For instance, the customer 
service and sales departments will know what people ask the most and what 
seems to interest them.



Ways to collect data
§ Surveys: If you have an existing customer base, you can send out a survey 

asking questions to help you understand them better.
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Keyword research steps
1. Step One: Brainstorm your list (i.e. pad of paper or spreadsheet)
2. Step Two: Expand your list
3. Step Three: Validate search volume
4. Step Four: Identify search intent



Expand your list
§ Look for related words and phrases
§ Identify synonyms
§ Consider semantic relationship of words



Keywords 
Everywhere



SEMRush



SpyFu



Validate search volume
§ Make sure people are using that word or phrase
§ Don’t focus on search volume alone
§ Relevancy is the most critical aspect
§ Know if it is a conversion word



Tools



Identify search intent
§ Intent falls into two categories: Know and Buy
§ Page architecture and “other words” matter with intent



Google



Google



https://www.google.com/search?q=buying+a+c
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The buyer’s journey & SEO
§ The idea of the buyer’s journey is a combination of knowing your target 

customer and tailoring all interactions with them to help them move forward in 
the purchase process. 

§ All potential customers go on a journey—whether you know that journey or 
not as a marketer. 



Map keywords to the journey
§ Make sure your website is optimized for keywords throughout the buyer’s 

journey.
§ Content should capture these moments.





“buying a couch” “pet friendly couches” “pet-friendly sectional”
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searchenginejournal.com/core-web-vitals/





Do you have great content?



Do you have great links?



Automated Audits



Robots.txt
§ Every website needs one in the root directory
§ Don’t block files or directories you want indexed
§ Include XML sitemap

Careful when you redesign!



How do you check your robots.txt file?



Google 
Search 
Console





Canonical Link Element
§ Should reference a URL that does not redirect and is indexed
§ Contains the full path (absolute) URL
§ Self canonical

<link rel="canonical" 
href="http://www.example.com/product.php?item=foo123"/>



How do you check canonicals?



Screaming
Frog





Redirects
§ Communicate to search engines that a web page has permanently moved to 

a new location
§ 301 not 302
§ Minimize the number of redirects

No redirect chains



How do you check redirects?



Redirect-checker.org





Screaming
Frog



Unhelpful content
§ Doesn’t provide useful information
§ Has not been updated in years
§ Is created for search engines not people



Unhelpful content
§ Audit your content
ü Gather your pages using a crawler (i.e. Screaming Frog)
ü Get page metrics
ü Sort the sheet
ü Make changes

Read: mindysresources.com



How do you audit your content?



URL Profiler



Page speed
§ Large, slow-to-load pages run the risk of being crawled only partially or 

skipped completely.

§ Google recommends above the fold content load no slower than 1 second.



Page speed
§ Compress images

ü Compressor.io
ü Tinypng.com





How do you check page speed?



GT Metrix



What about mobile first 
indexing?



Mobile first
§ Mobile experience matters 

the most
§ Rankings are impacted even 

on desktop
§ Number of mobile users 

doesn’t matter



Google
Mobile Friendly 
Test





mindysresources.com
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Organize into categories
§ Think of your website as “My Documents” on your computer.
§ Organize pages based on themes.
§ Organization shows depth of content and subject matter expertise.



Physical structure
A physical hierarchy or taxonomy with parent/child relationship for 
each category and subcategory. It helps ensure pages are well 
connected, linked to, and enables them to be found by search 
engines, and visitors alike.



Physical structure





Virtual structure
Created through internal crosslinking among related content utilizing 
keyword rich anchor text. This internal “promotion” helps increase 
SEO performance for any new category/ subcategory page.



“If you tell search engines pretty clearly and directly, well this is my 
primary page, and from there you link to different categories and the 

categories link to different products, then it’s a lot easier for us to 
understand that if someone is looking for this category of product, 
this is that page that we should be showing in the search results.”

- John Mueller

Source: https://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-cautions-against-using-too-many-internal-links/412553/



Virtual structure







Virtual structure
How do we add the links to the page?
§ Content on page with anchor text links
§ Dynamic widget to display links



Create content categories
§ Know your keywords
§ Crawl your website
§ Select your landing page
§ Organize your pages
§ Decide on physical or virtual structure
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Make sure every page has 
a unique title

Use keywords in H1 tags 

Add internal links

Focus on 2-3 primary 
keywords per page

Improve What You Have

On-Page Optimization



§ Make sure every page has a unique title
§ Use keywords in H1 tags
§ Add internal links
§ Focus on 2-3 primary keywords per page and many secondary keywords 

Improve What You Have
On-Page Optimization



On-Page SEO Guide
Download: Searchenginejournal.com/on-page-seo/



Google Search 
Console

Source: https://yoast.com/beginners-guide-to-google-search-console/



Create a blueprint
§ Each keyword is different
§ What is the intent?
§ Know what the search engines are rewarding
§ Review the top ranked pages
§ Determine the normal behavior of the population
§ Title, description, body content—how many words should you use?



SEMRush





Main content
§ Google wants to know how words and concepts are related to each other.
§ What words are closely related to other words (i.e. word embedding)?
§ Related entities are important.
§ Focus on structure, readability and context.





Video optimization
§ Use video sitemaps (visit sitemaps.org)
§ Use on-page markup (visit schema.org)
§ Consider the audio



Schema markup
§ Helps search engines understand content meaning
§ Improves search rankings
§ Leads to rich snippets (sometimes)
§ Schema.org



Google
Structured Markup 
Helper



Schema.org
Validator
Tool



Featured snippets
§ Identify a frequently asked 

question
§ Answer it simply and directly



Featured snippets
§ Check the SERP in incognito mode
§ Determine if it's a paragraph or list
§ Add the relevant schema to the page
§ Keep your paragraphs short (<50 words) and lists short (sentences)
§ Add the query within the answer when possible

Resource: research.hubspot.com/winning-googles-featured-snippet





Content drives everything
§ Content is the crux of a good digital marketing campaign.
§ You need optimized pages to attract the right traffic to your website. 
§ You also need interesting, entertaining and/or informative content to attract 

links.



Create a blueprint
§ Each keyword is different
§ What is the intent?
§ Know what the search engines are rewarding
§ Review the top ranked pages
§ Determine the normal behavior of the population
§ Title, description, body content—how many words should you use?



BuzzSumo







Answer The
Public



Answer The
Public



SEMRush



BuzzSumo
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Source: 
Wordstream.com/link-building







Easy links
§ Unlinked mentions (SEMRush)
§ Competitor links
§ Local directories



Common link attractors
§ Infographics
§ Publications
§ Coupons
§ Contests
§ Scholarships
§ Reports/studies



Creative ideas
§ Helpful tool
§ Edgy or controversial content
§ Pranks (i.e. April Fool’s)
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